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A. HISTORY

• In 1959, the first meeting of 

psychiatrists from the west and 

east parts of a divided Europe took 

place in Priessnitz Spa in Jesenik, 

Czechoslovakia (now the Czech 

Republic)



JACOB LEVY MORENO (1889 – 1974)

• The most well known guest present was 

Jacob Levy Moreno (1889 – 1974).

• Ferdinand Knobloch, my future professor, 

my first teacher,  remembered the meeting 

with Moreno with pleasure.

• He mentioned that the Soviet psychiatrists 

refused to engage in the improvised 

psychodrama at the conference.

• Moreno´s presence stimulated the 

development of psychodrama in 

Czechoslovakia.



FERDINAND KNOBLOCH (1916-2018)

• In January this year he passed away.

• In 1951 he founded the  therapeutic 

community for neurotics in Doksany, 

Czechoslovakia, then in 1954 in 

Lobeč and then later, the day care 

centre in Horní Palata in Prague, 

which still exists.  After his 

emigration he continued with his 

work together with his wife in 

Vancouver, Canada



B. SELF-DEFEATING BEHAVIOUR 
AND CIRCLES

Circles have integrative potential



CIRCLES ARE EVERYWHERE

• In nature



IN HUMAN CREATIONS

Uroboros



IN „ALIEN“ CREATIONS



IN RELIGION

„I´m alfa and omega, I´m the

beginning and the end.“

Circular formulation

Hagia Sophia, the former Greek Orthodox patriarchal cathedral, 
later an Ottoman imperial mosque and now a museum in Istambul, Turkey. 



ROOTS OF CIRCLES IN 
PSYCHOTHERAPY: 

INTEGRATED PSYCHOTHERAPY

• An original Czech interpersonal psychotherapy (in the 

broader conception - opposition to Klerman, Weissman)

• It combines interpersonal, dynamic and training 

approaches.

F. Knobloch, 1916-2018 Czech psychiatrist who lived in Canada, 

founder of Integrated psychotherapy



SELF-DEFEATING BEHAVIOUR 1

• There are different names for the same 
phenomenon.

• urge to repeat, fatal neurosis (Freud, 1933, 
quote by Knobloch, 1999)

• neurotic paradox (Mowrer, 1948, quote by 
Knobloch, 1999)

• cyclical psychodynamics (Wachtel, 1977, 
1993, quote by Knobloch, 1999)

• „ Self-defeating behaviour is a kind of 
maladaptive behaviour, when an 
individual unwittingly achieves the 
opposite of what he wants in his 
relationships with people. (Knobloch, 
1999).“

• In my experience the individual usually
achieves what he/she is afraid of.

S. Freud, 1856 – 1939, Austrian psychiatrist of Czech origin

P. Wachtel , *1940, American psychotherapist



SELF-DEFEATING BEHAVIOUR 2

• a vicious or evil circle of neurosis 
(Schultz-Hencke,1942)

• „ If a patient has some kind of 
behavioural disorder it provokes others 
to react in such ways that support 
the assertion and the deterioration of 
the original disorder. If the disorder is 
based on a false opinion about people, 
this false opinion is even 
further confirmed. (Schultz-Hencke,1942, 
quote by Knobloch, 1999)“

• For Knobloch = spiral.  That´s the 
reason he never tried to draw circles.

Reaction of

surroundings

Confirmation of 

false opinion about 

people

Malfunction of

individual behaviour

Schultz-Hencke, 1892 – 1953, German psychoanalytic psychotherapist



THE CIRCLE OF SELF-DEFEATING
BEHAVIOUR

The client's behaviour causes a reaction in their
surroundings.

Based on these responses, the client creates, but 
above all, confirms the hypotheses he has made,
usually in childhood, about himself and his 
surroundings.

Consequently, she/he also behaves according to these 
hypotheses and hypotheses become firm
convictions.

In connection with the reaction of their surroundings, 
the client also experiences emotions and, possibly, 
the client's body response.

Physical reactions (e.g. heart beat, sweating) or body 
symptoms (such as headaches, chest pain, fatigue) 
may occur. Some immediately, some delayed (i.e. 
headaches)

Working with emotions is certainly an integral part of 
working with the client.

Emotions
Body

Behaviour 

Reactions
Thoughts 

Persons now:

Persons in the past:



THE CIRCLE OF SELF-DEFEATING
BEHAVIOUR

• Schultze-Hencke's scheme can be supplemented by 

emotions and body reactions and symptoms (I use Body

as the simplified designation in the scheme).

• Now we have a circular diagram that has an
intrapsychic part - emotions and thoughts, has a 
somatic part - body reaction and physical symptoms 
and has an interpersonal part - behaviour and 
reactions of other persons to this behaviour.

• The order of Emotions, Body andThoughts may be 

different. I think E, B, T come at the same time, but 

different people can easily recognize thoughts then

emotions, or body then emotions.

• The scheme is an expression of cyclic interpersonal 
processes in which circular causality applies.

• "This mechanism of circular causality is often called 

the self-fulfilling prophecy (Kiesler, Anchin in Yalom, 1999, p. 

42).„

• Names are possible according the focus.

I. Yalom, *1931, American psychiatrist and psychotherapist

Emotions
Body

Behaviour 

Reactions
Thoughts 



THE CIRCLE OF SELF-DEFEATING
BEHAVIOUR = MINUS CIRCLE

• We can explore this cyclic process 

and represent it diagrammatically as a 

circle. 

• It is possible to capture how a 

circle is progressing in the present,

• as well as how it progressed in the 

past, 

• with which people it is now 

concerned 

• and who was concerned in the past. Persons now:

Persons in the past:

Emotions
Body

Behaviour 

Reactions
Thoughts 



THE MINUS CIRCLE

• If this circle illustrates the situation 

and the experience when the client 

fails, he/she experiences the emotions 

he/she feels to be negative, we can talk 

about the minus circle.

• This is focused on the problem.

Emotions
Body

Behaviour 

Reactions
Thoughts 

Persons now:

Persons in the past:

Source: https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-

b&biw=1536&bih=727&tbm=isch&sa=1&ei=z-arW77WCe-

OrgTDpJPoCg&q=josef+lada&oq=josef+lada&gs_l=img.3...0.0.0.20558.0

.0.0.0.0.0.0.0..0.0....0...1c..64.img..0.0.0....0.n2KPTYH8dlY



THE CIRCLE OF POSITIVE 
EXCEPTIONS = THE PLUS CIRCLE

• However, it is possible to 
create a circle that illustrates 
situations where the client 
feels pleasant emotions and 
is satisfied in their 
interpersonal relationships 
(the plus circle = the circle 
of "positive exceptions").

• This is focused on resources.

Source: https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-

b&biw=1536&bih=727&tbm=isch&sa=1&ei=z-arW77WCe-

OrgTDpJPoCg&q=josef+lada&oq=josef+lada&gs_l=img.3...0.0.0.

20558.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0..0.0....0...1c..64.img..0.0.0....0.n2KPTYH8dlY



THE QUANTIFICATION

• Part of mapping and 
rendering of circles is also 
the subjective assessment of 
the client, what percentage
the client lives in each circle.

• It is a quest for a certain 
subjective quantification, and 
a simple comparison of what 
% of the client's life is their
problem, and how many 
resources they can take.

How many  % ? How many % ?

Emotions
Body

Behaviour 

Reactions
Thoughts 

Emotions
Body

Behaviour 

Reactions
Thoughts 

Persons now:

Persons in the past:

Persons now:

Persons in the past:

Plus circleMinus circle



SPATIAL THERAPEUTIC AREA -
VARIOUS INTERVENTION SITES

• Circles define possible fields 
and possible targets for 
therapeutic interventions.

• We can try to break the 
minus circle and strengthen 
the plus circle.

• According to the laws of 
circular causality, it doesn´t 
matter where the circle is 
interrupted.

• Although different 
psychotherapeutic schools 
place more importance on 
different points of the circle, 
according to their theoretical 
optics.
E.g. CBT, EFT, systemic
approaches, PCA, 
interpersonal psychotherapy, 
dynamic psychotherapy, spa
treatment - a source of pleasant 
physical feelings of a non-sexual nature

How many  % ? How many % ?

Emotions
Body

Behaviour 

Reactions
Thoughts 

Emotions
Body

Behaviour 

Reactions
Thoughts 

Persons now:

Persons in the past:

Persons now:

Persons in the past:

Plus circleMinus circle



C. SIMILARITIES

Source: https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-

b&biw=1536&bih=727&tbm=isch&sa=1&ei=z-arW77WCe-

OrgTDpJPoCg&q=josef+lada&oq=josef+lada&gs_l=img.3...0.0.0.

20558.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0..0.0....0...1c..64.img..0.0.0....0.n2KPTYH8dlY



SIMILARITIES: EFT, 
THE EMOTIONAL SCHEME

• The emotional scheme is a 

complex biosociological 

integration of cognition, affection, 

motivation, and relationship 

behaviour that automatically 

works out of awareness and 

produces meanings and 

tendencies to act, producing an 

affective response by assessing 

the situation in relation to needs 

and values. (Halamová, 2013)

Emotions
Body

Behaviour 

Reactions
Thoughts 

Persons now:

Persons in the past:

Les Greenberg, * 1945, an American 

psychologist, founder of EFT



THE EMOTIONAL SCHEME =  
THE MINUS CIRCLE

• An example of one specific 

emotional scheme can be the 

simultaneous occurrence of 

accelerated heart rate, rapid 

superficial breathing, jaw muscle 

tension, touching hand holding 

the mouth, visual imagery of the 

father's face, an incontrovertible 

belief that whatever I now say 

will cause father's cries and 

strong urges to swiftly get away. 
(Halamová, 2013)

Emotions:
Fear, anxiety

Body:
Tachycardia, 
tachypnoe,

jaw muscle tension

Behaviour:
touching hand 

holding the 

mouth

Escaping, 
freezing 

Reactions:
Crying, 

punishing

Thoughts:
whatever I now say will 

cause father's cries

I am bad 

Persons now: Father

Persons in the past:



SIMILARITIES: CBT, THE SCHEME, 
MODES

• "... the concept of a schema refers 

to the basic beliefs on the basis of 

which a person organizes their

view of themselves, the world and 

the future ...a relatively stable way 

of organizing thinking and 

evaluating events "(Praško et al., 2007).

• "Each scheme - in his latest work 

Beck uses the term

"modes"- has a certain cognitive 

content, it is associated with a 

certain emotion, some motivation 

and some obvious action." (Praško et al., 

2007).

Emotions
Body

Behaviour 

Reactions
Thoughts 

Persons now:

Persons in the past:

Aaron Temkin Beck ,

*1921 an American cognitive psychothrapist



SIMILARITIES: THE SCHEMA THERAPY

• Using for therapy of BPD patients.

• Four main theoretical concepts in schema 

therapy are early maladaptive schemas (or 

simply schemas), coping styles, modes, and 

basic emotional needs.

• Modes are mind states that cluster 

schemas and coping styles into a 

temporary "way of being„. i.e. Vulnerable 

Child mode.

• There are life patterns of perception, 

emotion, physical sensation, thinking and a 

person's behavioural responses.
Jeffrey E. Young (*1950) is an American 

psychologist best known for having developed 

the schema therapy.

Emotions
Body

Behaviour 

Reactions
Thoughts 



INTEGRATIVE OR ECLECTIC MODEL?

• Circles offer a simple integrative model.

• They bring old-fashioned insights, but they 
give them new qualities.

• It is not a way to look for a complex, 
complicated and sophisticated theoretical 
basis, but I go through simplification and 
general terms.

• In circles you can find certainly an 
eclectic dimension.

• By offering a broad framework and 
not providing detailed theory for the 
individual segments of the circle, they 
make it possible to use existing 
theories of other directions for the 
relevant segment.

• E.g. the segment of thoughts is closely 
examined by CBT, the biosynthesis 
describes segment of the body, like
the Emotion focus therapy (EFT) 
describes the emotional segment.

Josef Lada, cat Mikeš, goat Bobeš and pig Pašík 

Source: https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-

b&biw=1536&bih=727&tbm=isch&sa=1&ei=z-arW77WCe-

OrgTDpJPoCg&q=josef+lada&oq=josef+lada&gs_l=img.3...0.0.0.

20558.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0..0.0....0...1c..64.img..0.0.0....0.n2KPTYH8dlY



MEETING IN THE CIRCLES

• We're confronted with client´s misery in 

the minus circle.

• We can meet his/her resources and 

his/her hope in the plus circle.

• We can also invite representatives of 

other directions and psychotherapeutic 

schools to the meeting.

• We do a lot of things the same way or 

we can complement each other.

• There is enough space to help the client 

in his/her circles. Source: https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-

b&biw=1536&bih=727&tbm=isch&sa=1&ei=z-arW77WCe-

OrgTDpJPoCg&q=josef+lada&oq=josef+lada&gs_l=img.3...0.0.0.20558.0.0.0.0.

0.0.0.0..0.0....0...1c..64.img..0.0.0....0.n2KPTYH8dlY



THANK YOU FOR YOU ATTENTION

• Everyone of us has our own circle.

Some bigger, some smaller.

• www.psychoterapiekubanek.cz

• kubanek@priessnitz.cz

Josef Lada (1887–1957), Czech painter, 

illustrator and writer of my favorite fairy 

tales

Source: https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-

b&biw=1536&bih=727&tbm=isch&sa=1&ei=z-arW77WCe-

OrgTDpJPoCg&q=josef+lada&oq=josef+lada&gs_l=img.3...0.0.0.20558.0.0

.0.0.0.0.0.0..0.0....0...1c..64.img..0.0.0....0.n2KPTYH8dlY


